SOLOMONET AL.: VISCOUSRELAXATIONOF IMPACTBASIN TOPOGRAPHY
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uncompensatedtopography, but with a density contrast at
the base of the layer, behaves similarly to that in Figure 5
except for a small fraction (Ap/pm)of the long-wavelength
topographicrelief that relaxes at the longertime constantEl.
The assumptionsnecessaryto derive (8) and (9) and the
models shown in Figures 8 and 9 include, from equations
(At5) and (A22) and by analogy to relations (7),
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Viscous relaxation of Orientale basin topographyfor a

100-km-thick
layer of viscosity• -- 1025P over an inviscidhalf
space.Profile times and their scalingwith • are as in Figure 5.

1974; Koyama and Nakamura, 1979]. The time constant r2
behaves similarly to the time constant(equation(6)) for the
case of the viscouslayer overlying an inviscid half spaceof

the samedensity:r2 '- k4for smallk andis equalto thetime
constantr0 '- k for the half-space
caseat largek. The time
constant •, however, is considerably larger than •0 at all
wave numbers, particularly at small k. As k • 0, r• approachesa constant(equation(A33)), a functionof p, Ap and
H but not of k. At largek, rl is proportionalto k and exceeds
the half-spacetime constantby the factor p/Ap.
Thus partial to completeisostaticcompensationof initial
basin topographyresults in a considerabledecelerationof
viscous relaxation of relief, compared to models without
isostatic effects, for a fraction of the initial relief that
depends on the degree of compensation.As shown in
equation(A35), the fractionF1 of F that decayswith the time
constantrl approachesunity in the long-wavelength
limit for
completeinitial compensation(c = t). Further, for any value
of c, the topographicrelief decayingwith time constant•l is
always completely compensatedfor small k; i.e., the longwavelengthbasintopographyis isostaticfor t >> r2no matter
what the initial degree of compensation.
These conclusionsare illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. The
case with completeinitial compensation(c = t) is shownin
Figure 8. Relaxationof relief is much slowerthan in Figures
2, 5, or 6, with substantial long-wavelengthrelief (4 km)

remaining
after3 b.y. (t017s)for a layerviscosity
of t02sP.
Note that in comparisonto Figures2 or 5, the topographyin
the relaxed profiles is 'smoother.' This is because of the
comparatively weak dependenceof rl on k (see Figure 7)
over the wave numbers of interest; i.e., the rate of relaxation
at long wavelengthsis greater, comparedto the shortwavelengths, than for the simple half-space model or for the
model with no density contrast at the base of the viscous
layer.

The casewith initial topographyonly half compensated
by
Airy isostasy(c = 0.5) is shownin Figure 9. There is a rapid
partial relaxation of initial relief (governedby time constant
r2), followed by a much slower relaxation of the remainder.

Thetotalreliefat 3 b.y. (for• = 102s
P) isabout2 km,or half
that in Figure 8 at the same time. The case with initially
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where G(k) is the Hankel transform of the profile of topographic relief at the base of the layer (see the appendix).
Strictly, F and G are the coefficients of Jo(kr) in the
summationrepresentationof (8) and in the analogousexpression for relief at the bottom of the viscous layer. The first
two inequalitieshold for the Orientaleprofile for all k and all
t. The third inequality in (t0) holds for a greater range of
cases than does the analogousinequality in (7) because G
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Fig. 7. Time constantsrl and •'2versushorizontalwave number
k for the problem of relaxationof topographyon a viscouslayer
overlyingan inviscidhalf spaceof greaterdensity,both in a uniform

gravitational
field.The layerhasviscosity,/-- 1025P, densityp =
2.9 g/cm3, andthickness
H = 50 km; the half spacehasdensityp +
Ap = 3.4 g/cm3;the gravitational
acceleration
is 162cm/s2. Also
shown is the time constant •'0(k)for the case of a half space of
uniformviscosity• anddensityp. All time constantsare proportional to • and inverselyproportionalto g; the long-wavelength
limit of
q'lis inversely proportionalto H.

